
What�are�viruses?

ØObligate intracellular parasites

Øthey cannot be observed using a light

microscope

Øthey have no internal cellular structure

Øthey contain either DNA or RNA, but not

both.

Øthey are incapable of replication unless

occupying an appropriate living host cell

Øthey are incapable of metabolism

individuals show no increase in size.

A�particular�virus�has�a�limited�host�range

Typically, bacteria range
from 1 to 10 micrometers
(mM) in length, whereas a
virus would fall in the range
of 0.03 to 0.1 mM in length
[or 30-90 nanometers). Of
course there are always
some exceptions: Some
viruses, such as poxviruses,
can be 200 to 400
nanometers (nm) in length,
and Filoviruses (such as
Ebola) can be up to1000 nm









Viral�Structures:�CAPSIDS,�CAPSOMERES�AND�ENVELOPES

Virion:�A�single�complete�infective�viral
particle

Capsid:�The�protein�coat�that�surrounts the�core�nucleic�acid�or�
nucleopretein assembly�

Capsomere:�Component�protein�subunits�of�capsids�are�called�
capsomeres.

Protomers:�Some�capsomeres are�mulimeric each�subunit�is�referred�to�
as�protomers

Envelop:�For�some viruses,�the�capsid�is�surrounded�by�lipid�bilayer�that�
contains viral proteins,�usually�including�the�proteins�that�enable�thevirus to�bind�to�
the�host�cells.�This�lipid�and�protein�structure�is�called�the virus�envelope,�and�is�

derived�from�the�host�cell�membranes.



How�Viruses�are�classified
Main�criteria�presently�used�are:�

Ø Acid type.

Ø Size and morphology, including type of symmetry, number of
capsomeres, and presence of membranes.

Ø Presence of specific enzymes, particularly RNA and DNA
polymerases, and neuraminidase

Ø Susceptibility to physical and chemical agents, especially ether.

Ø Immunologic�properties.

Ø Natural�methods�of�transmission.

Ø Host,�tissue,�and�cell�tropisms.

Ø Pathology;�inclusion�body�formation.

Ø Symptomatology.





















The RNAs of Pospiviroidae members are found in the
nucleus and the available evidence is that this family of
viroids replicates in the nucleus and nucleolus. The
enzyme most likely to be responsible for replicating
the genome RNA is the host cell DNA-dependent RNA
polymerase. It is not known how this enzyme functions
on an RNA template, but this may be, at least in part,
the result of the extensive base-pairing structure of
the genome RNA.

In case of Pospiviroids, replication begins at a precise
point on the positive infecting circular genome with
the help of RNA polymerase II, but the nature of
initiation event is not known. This results in the
formation of a large linear multimeric negative strand.
The Pospiviroids with an asymmetric replication
pathway then make positive strand RNA from this long
linear molecule. A host RNAase activity cleaves the
positive strand into unit viroid lengths. These
molecules then ligate to form many copies of the
original circular viroid RNA

On the other hand, members of the Avsunviroidae
are associated with chloroplasts, and it is speculated
that they may replicate in the chloroplasts. The
replication of viroid RNA begins by adopting a rolling
circle mechanism. Avsunviroids probably replicate
via symmetric rolling circle mechanism, whereas
Pospiviroids probably use an asymmetric
mechanism.

Avsunviroid group are different as they replicate in
the chloroplasts, and there is evidence for a
chloroplast polymerase being involved in their
replication. The replication process generates linear
concatameric RNA, of opposite sense to the
genome, from which genome length RNA molecules
must be excised. The excision depends on the action
of an unusual RNA sequence within the newly
synthesised molecule, called a ribozyme. These
ribozyme sequences autocatalytically cleave the
RNA at a specific site, generating genome length,
linear, (—) and ssRNA molecules. These molecules
are then converted into circles. The circular
antigenome RNA is then used as a template to
produce more genomes by the rolling circle



Satellite�Virus
ØA satellite is�a�subviral agent�composed�
of�nucleic�acid�that�depends�on�the�co-
infection�of�a�host�cell�with�a�helper�or�
master virus for�its�replication.�When�
a satellite encodes�the�coat�protein�in�
which�its�nucleic�acid�is�encapsidated it�is�
referred�to�as�a satellite�virus.

ØThey�lack�genes�that�would�encode�the�
enzymes�needed�for�their�replication.�And�
hence�depend�on�a�co-infecting�helper�
virus�to�provide�essential�functions.�

ØThe�satellite�genome�does�not�have�any�
significant�homology�with�that�of�the�helper�
virus.

ØRepresentative�genera:�Adeno
Associated�Virus











Nature�
of�

Nuclei
c�Acid

Type�of�
Nucleic�
Acid

Representative�
Genera

Disease
Caused

DNA
ds�(Class�I) Badnavirus

Commelina
yellow�
mottle�
disease

ss (Class�II) Geminivirus
Maize�Streak�

Disease

RNA

ds�(Class�III) Oryzavirus
Rice�Ragged�

Stunt�
Disease

(+)�sense�ss
(Class�IV)

Tobamovirus
Tobacco�
Mosaic�
Disease

(-)�sense�
(Class V)

Cytorhabdovirus

Barley�
yellow�
striate�
mosaic�
disease

(+)�sense�ss
retro-virus
(Class VI)

Pseudovirus
Infects�
different�
plants

ds�reverse�
virus�

(Class�VII)
Caulimovirus

Cauliflower�
mosaic�
virus
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Illustrations of plant infections caused by viruses. [A] Leaf of Grammatophyllum
scriptum (orchid) exhibiting necrotic ringspots caused by bacilliform particles
(virions). [B] Nicotiana tabacum (tobacco) leaf exhibiting necrotic ringspot
resulting from infection by tomato ringspot virus. [C] Leaf of N. glutinosa
(tobacco) exhibiting local lesions resulting from mechanical inoculation with
tobacco mosaic virus.


















